
Just help your child when they get stuck with cracking the puzzles.

Not more than five players. You can also make teams of two members each.

Number of playersNumber of players
3

4

1

5
2

Parental involvementParental involvement

All you need is some enthusiasm, creativity and attention to detail.

Things neededThings needed

1. The rules of the game are pretty simple. Players need to find out what the emojis  
 represent. They could be an object or a story or anything that the young learners  
 may be familiar with. For instance,        +            = sunglasses. That’s easy, isn’t it?

2. For young learners in elementary school, we have designed puzzles with a   
 combination of simple emojis and words, so that they find it easy and exciting
 at the same time.

3. They can play the game by themselves, with some help from parents, or team up  
 with their friends to crack the emoji code.

4. It can be more fun if they time themselves and see how many they can complete  
 within one minute.

Ground rulesGround rules

Here are two versions of the game made for young learners
in elementary school.



Guess the fruitGuess the fRuit

(Clue: It is a green fruit)

P + =

ANSWERS: Mango, Pear, Strawberry, Grape and Pineapple

(Clue: It is a big fruit with spikes on the outside)

+ =

(Clue: They are small fruits, green or purple in colour)

Gr + =

(Clue: Red small berry & also a pink ice cream flavour)

+ e =+

+ =go
(Clue: It is a yellow fruit loved by all)



EMOJI STORYEMOJI STORY

HERE ARE THE PROMPTS

In this game, you will write your own stories using Emojis.
To make it easier for you, we have some more clues.

Complete the story using your imagination!

day, the away.

Once there lived + a who
.

Complete the story using your imagination!

could carry heavy ,
and      .

There was a who was really

1. Here are some emoji prompts for a story.

2. Decipher the start of the storylines that are written using a mix of emojis and text.

3. Write them in English text. Given below is the first line of your story.

4. Use your imagination to write the other lines that will complete the story.

5. These can be written with emojis and text as well!



What do you learn?What do you learn?

Logical thinking

Visualisation Vocabulary

Creativity


